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With the enterprise reform, the deepening and inter-enterprise asset restructuring
efforts to further increase the rapid expansion of enterprise scale, a large number
of group companies. Group of the requirements of the development of the
company under the different subsidiaries between heterogeneous systems to
achieve data integration, application integration, group companies in order to
achieve the orderly and efficient information management, real-time monitoring,
management, control subordinate branch operations, effective support the Group
corporate decision-making capacity and enhance the competitiveness of the
Group companies.
The dissertation puts forward a heterogeneous financial data integration scheme:
"XML + middleware " scheme. The scheme in XML for data exchanges standards,
the use of middleware technology to build the Group is headquartered financial
data integration platform, the development of the Group's financial management
information system. Group by using the system, you can take advantage of local
area network or the use of the Internet directly subordinate molecules can
penetrate the query, always check the subsidiary capital flows, all of the
subsidiaries of the certificate-level data, the primary financial statements of each
branch brings together financial and accounting information, generates full
Group's financial statements in a timely manner, to improve the speed and quality
of financial information transfer, and lay a solid foundation for the Group good
financial supervision, to provide support for decision-making and application of
group companies deeper.
The system mainly uses middleware technology to build the heterogeneous
financial data integration platform. The main functionality of the platform and
integration framework is designed to achieve the Group's financial management













data exchange using XML Schema, DOM / SAX, XSLT / XPath, XQuery and
other technical data conversion, data query and data integration. Part of the
system design in the design and implementation of the Group's financial
management system based on process-oriented design principles; in the
requirements analysis phase, the use of the data flow diagram to describe the
business processes; part in the design and implementation, based on the B / S
system architecture, system function module divided, broken down into five
modules, the system database design, final design of the system page.
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